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To Giannamarina who has finished 
her journey and to Amelia who still has 
many roads to go (csg)

To Jonathan who has become a father (lc)



“A bottle is a bottle! Stop seeing things that exist 
only in your mind. You’re a big boy now.” Daddy 
said.



When I found the first, I thought it was coincidence.
We had just moved in that house by the sea.
I decided to pick it up without a real reason. I liked 
the idea that the sea was offering it especially to me, 
a city boy. This is why I took it as a welcome and I 
repaid the courtesy keeping it.



Every Sunday morning they’d take me to the 
beach to play. It was May and the sun warmed 
my face, refracting on the surface of the 
water. The light sand would slide through my 
little fingers and I would let it, staring at it, 
mesmerised. 
I found the second bottle one morning when 
my mum had stayed home to prepare lunch.
Luckily it wasn’t very big and I put it in my 
pocket without my dad noticing.



The third got in my way as if the sea had thrown it at 
me from far away. With a sharp abrupt bounce.
I bent down and kept on staring at it for a long time
before touching it. Inside a bottle, if we want to, we 
can  see an entire universe and I could see things in it 
that no one else could imagine.
Little worlds, strange animals, skies, abysses, loneliness 
and happiness.
I took home all the bottles I found and every night I’d 
fall asleep looking at them.



“Tell about the best thing that happened to you 
on the beach during the summer.”
This was the essay the teacher had assigned for 
the summer break, but it was my first time living 
by the sea for so long and I didn’t know what to 
expect.



What kind of good things could happen on the 
beach?
The next two weeks taught me that with kindness 
and enacity. 
In the blink of an eye I became a suntanned boy 
that would get in and out of the sea, riding the 
waves with scruffy hair and skin as salty as fish 
scales.
I’d slide off the towel my mum tried to rub me 
dry with, like codfish.
Poor mum had a hard time keeping me away from 
the water and she rarely succeeded.



I hadn’t made any friends yet because my 
classmates
weren’t sure about spending time with me since 
I’d arrived at the end of the last trimester and 
there hadn’t been any time to get to know each 
other well.
“Let’s not force things.” Mum had said.
So I spent that summer as a tourist, on my 
adventures with different companions all the time 
because kids would stay a week at most and then 
leave.
But I would stay.



That’s how I met Carl, white as the moon when he
arrived from Sweden and red as fire when he went
back.
Anthony, the English boy, all freckles and with two 
older sisters that wouldn’t keep their eyes off us from 
the foreshore, while boys in tow would woo them.    



Alex and Edo were two cousins from Milan with 
whom I would climb the rocks in search of hermit
crabs.
Matthieu came from France instead and he liked to 
play with rackets. He’d brought along two beautiful 
ones that he had gotten for Christmas. They were 
made of wood and the handle was shaped like a 
swan. 
His Granddad had carved them and everybody 
would watch us playing, waiting for the chance to 
give them a go.                    



Nicholas, the German boy, was always reading 
and, between a book and another, he taught 
me to build a sand castle with a drawbridge. 
A big crowd came to see it and the lifeguard 
immortalised our masterpiece of engineering 
and put the photo on the notice board beside the 
showers.
With Andrea from Lugano I built a marble track.
From him I learnt to snap my index and thumb
keeping total control of the speed and direction 
of the marbles.              



And the bottles?    



Sometimes I’d find them buried in the sand, other
times it would happen that I’d go look for them in 
the few moments of loneliness that Summer brought 
me.
One time, I remember I made a bet with myself and
I dug in a random place: I even found two.
And they were beautiful!         



I’d put them on the window sill and some nights I 
would watch the full moon through the transparent 
glass, mesmerised. I would watch it quietly while it 
transformed, stretching and changing colour.
One night I got closer to watch, through the glass,
the fireworks at a fair by the harbour.
I got so excited that I couldn’t fall asleep anymore.
Than came August 15th and I remember I stayed 
awake to watch the countless stars that crossed the 
sky to end up right in my bottles. It was then that I 
understood I was right.
They were magical, they were a lot more than a
welcome.   



September came and I knew school would have 
started soon.
I reluctantly started my essay.
I had to face my classmates. I wondered if I 
would’ve found some friends among them. I was 
worried. Mum told me to relax and that it wasn’t 
the first time a boy had those kind of issues. She 
said I shouldn’t feel different because we are all 
different when we get to a new place. 
“For those who don’t know you, it ’s not easy
to see the world you have inside.”        



That’s what I was going to write in my essay.
“This summer on the beach something beautiful
happened: I understood that what looks like a small
insignificant world on the surface could turn out to 
be infinitely big and deep if you look at it trying to
understand what’s inside.”     



The illustrations that Cristina Storti Gajani has created for this book, are freely inspired by 
the work of Frederik Ruysch (1638-1731), botanical visionary and Dutch anatomist, famous 
legal doctor and professor in the Botanical Garden of Amsterdam, he conducted research in 
many areas of anatomy, from which he drew materials for one of the most famous collections 
in Europe.

A pioneer in organ and tissue conservation techniques, in addition to his scientific 
contributions, he made artistic arrangements for his material. In particular he created 
assemblages of natural history to decorate the tops of the jars of preserved animal specimens.

His daughter Rachel Ruysch, a still life painter, helped him decorate the collection with 
flowers, fish, shells and lace.

In 1717 Ruysch sold for 30,000 florins (its present value would be close to three million 
euros), his “archive of curiosities” to Peter the Great, Tsar of Russia.
None of his artistic scenes survived; they are known only thanks to a series of engravings, in 
particular those of Cornelius Huyberts.

Try drawing a little world you too





Changing home, school, friends is not easy and often 
involves times when the difficulty lies in feeling 

different compared to peers.
Who can help us cope with the changes?


